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Thank you for joining us for the English Department’s Annual Awards Celebration.

The accomplishments of our students would not be possible without the support of family members, friends, mentors, and faculty.
Thirty-Ninth Annual English Awards Celebration
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Dr. Janet Eldred
Associate Chair of the Department of English

Dr. Michelle Sizemore
Director of Undergraduate Studies

Prof. Hannah Pittard
Director of Creative Writing

Dr. Michael Trask
Director of Graduate Studies
Undergraduate Awards

Barbara Sutton Cowles Scholarship for an Outstanding Senior
Madison Justice

Bill Bridges Scholarship for an Outstanding First-Generation College Graduate Majoring in English
Erin Fitzpatrick
Cat Lindsey

Dantzler-Dantzler Award
For Academic Achievement by a Senior
Shania Goble

Julester Shardy Post Memorial Scholarship
Andrew Calvert
Laura McAllister
Silas Zoeller

Michael Adelstein Award for Prospective High School Teachers of English
Lindsay Tucker

O.J. & Ruby Wilson Scholarship for an Outstanding Senior
Lilly Bramley

Patricia and William Stacy Endowed Fellowship in Undergraduate English Education
Alexander Foust
Katie Kirk
William Hugh Jansen Award
Logan Back

Best Essay Award (200-level intro sequence: 230, 260, 280, 290)
Katherine Strahan: “White Liberalism Portrayed in Get Out: An Argument Created in a “Post-Racial” America”

Best Digital Project Awards (200-level intro sequence: 230, 260, 280, 290)

Individual Category
* Anna Ronkainen: “The Road Retold” (First Place)
* Junior Paul: “The Story of O.J.” (Honorable Mention)

Group Category
* Lauren Bailey, Natalie Harrington, Alexis Nelson, Jacob Reffitt, and Teja Sudhakar: “White Saviors in Literature” (First Place)
* Colin Boyd, Tom Jester, and Henry Knollenberg: “Police Brutality in Film” (Honorable Mention)
Undergraduate Degrees

Lauren Bailey
Taylon Baker ΣΤΔ
Peyton Bartley *
Elizabeth Biddle
Lilly Bramley ΣΤΔ
Andrew Calvert
Brenae Carr
Peyton Chase
Isabella Chirico
Amy Conn
Alessandra Conte
Greggory Dickerson
Kayla Diuguid
Hannah Edelen * ΣΤΔ
Ethan Ferrell
Erin Fitzpatrick * ΣΤΔ
Erin Foulke *
Alexander Foust * ΣΤΔ
Cierra Garcia
Sarah Gardner
Shania Goble * ΣΤΔ
Abigail Heibert
Michelle Hinchey
Erin Hoskins
Kathryn Huffman *
Danielle Hunt *
Thomas Jester
Sabrina Johnson ΣΤΔ
Hannah Jordan
Madison Kamer * ΣΤΔ
Kathryn Kirk ΣΤΔ
Georgiana Ledford
Catherine Lindsey *
Aime Mabika
Justice Madison *
Laura McAllister *
Zoe Nichols
Madalyn Norton
Kaitlynn Petter
Abigail Pettit
Maya Pierce *
Kaitlyn Roe *
Kendall Russell
Beatrice Schaffer *
Zachary Shelton *
Haven Shockley
Amelia Spahn
Lindsay Tucker * ΣΤΔ
Bailey Vandiver *
Julie Volpenhein
Austin Williams
Whittington Wiman
Silas Zoeller *

* Graduating with Honors
ΣΤΔ Sigma Tau Delta